Press R el e a se
DIVERSIFIED PLASTICS INC. FEATURED IN PLASTICS INDUSTRY MAGAZINE
FOR THEIR NEW ROBOTIC CELL
Latta, SC- December 17, 2019 - Diversified Plastics Inc., a leading international rotational molder based out of Latta, South
Carolina, was featured in Plastics Machinery Magazine for their new robotic cell.
This robotic cell machine was created by Advanced Integration Technology, LLC. and its function is to assist in the trimming
processes at Diversified Plastics Rotomolding plant. The capabilities of the robotic cell allow the trimming to be done safely
and more efficiently with less scrap. This manufacturing process can be dangerous, so the robots can complete this in a safer
and quicker manner than a human.
This robot has the ability to auto adjust to accommodate multiple shaped plastic parts at different dimensions, allowing the
robot to assist in the production of many different rotational molds.
“We are excited that our company has been featured in the plastic machinery industry for our cutting-edge technology,” states
Tommy Wallace, President of Diversified Plastics. “The new robotic cell helps us to manufacture our plastic products more
efficiently and safely, as well as allowing us to expand our plastic product lines.”
Since 1976, Diversified Plastics has been the leading rotational molding manufacturer of custom and standard material
handling carts and plastic storage containers. With two locations in Latta, South Carolina and Atlanta, Georgia, DPI specializes
in material handling carts for the industrial, textile, hospitality, laundry, agricultural and marine industries, plus waste and
recycling plastic containers for restaurants, sports venues, stadiums, apartment and condominium complexes, plus
corporate offices.
In addition to providing plastic material handling carts and waste containers for any application, DPI’s diverse product
assortment includes bulk material handling carts, plastic utility carts, laundry carts, bulk containers, tote boxes, round
containers, spring platform trucks, elevated carts, easy access carts, tilt trucks and more.
To contact Diversified Plastics, call 1-800-768-7636 or email sales@dpiroto.com. Visit dpiroto.com for more information.
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